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.Tuition to jump
$74 per quarter
By ALAN ANDERSON
News Editor

Tuition at CWU and other Washington regional
universities will become the highest in the 13
western states under the plan approved by majority
Republicans in the Legislature late Sunday evening.
Students of Central, Western, Eastern and The
Evergreen State College will be paying $252 (37 percent) more than the average tuition rate of all the 13
western states, according to figures from the
.. Western Interstate Compact on Higher Education.
Now awaiting approval from Governor John
Spelhnan, the state budget calls for a jump from the
present undergraduate rate of $618 annually, to a
maximwn of $867 later this year and $942 next year
(25 percent of the cost of education).
The plan also calls for the hike to become effective summer quarter, 1981, which at a maximwn,
will raise tuition from $206 to $289.
The current tuition and fees rate of $618 is made
up of two basic parts. Tuition, at $456 per year, and
Services and Activities (s&A) Fees of $162, making
the $618 total.
The legislature has approved a basic tuition rate
of $687 for next year, and $762 for the following .
Each university must now set their own S&A fees,
not to exceed a maximwn of $184.50. Very simply,
, this means, at the maximum, tuition will be $867

Chemical spray weaponS"X~•-"u
on nationwide increase
By DENISE EHLIS
Of the Campus Cri er

Ten years ago the only people
ca rrying Mace or other chemical

weapons were meter readers,
postal carriers and police officers.
Today they are carried by almost
anyone -

from homemaker to stu-
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chl'mical protection devices is

perhaps due to the robbery, rape
and murder reports one hears
about everyday, as the FBI reports
violent crime jwnped 13 percent in
1980, the largest increase in 12
years.
People are exercising their right
to bear arms more often and the
market is full of self-protection
products to choose from. Things
such as heavy-duty door locks,
guard dogs, screamers, sprays to
incapacitate a person and handguns are easily accessable to
anyone in fear of attack.
However, not all of these are
practical for a student to carry
around campus or to have in their
rooms.
One of the easiest devices to buy
and carry, are the chemical sprays
now available. The sale of these
weapons is big business.
The demand is so great, many
dealers are branching off into
other areas of self- and propertyprotection items.
The most popular of these items
are the chemical sprays which are
neatly packaged in leather cases

and can be attached to a keyring or
belt with relative ease and are
available in a variety of sizes.
When struck with a direct blast
of a chemical weapon, the victim
suffers severe pain, watering eyes,
rapid draining of nasal passages
and difficult breathing. They are
not, however, lethal. .

course in the proper use of the
sprays. Such classes have been
proposed locally and while the Kittitas County Sheriff's Office
doesn't offer such a course, it
strongly recommends caution and
experience when using sprays.
The spray is said to be most effective when used on downwind
c.s. .....;..;•.frontal attacks! When f4lced•with ~ ~

' • ChemJcaJ weapons such '11.s
(f'.hemica\ Shield) are legal

in

County's, according to Lt. Bernie Kline of the
Yakima Police Department.
This is not true for all areas,
however, Kline says, as there are
some places in which chemical
weapons are illegal.
C.S. dealer Lennette Lindemann
says Seattle is one of the places
chemical weapons are forbidden.
Lindemann says this is a mistake
because people are turning to more
lethal types of weapons, instead.
She gave the example of a recent
robbery where the hold-up man
had a gun, but so did the victim, a
businessman. "They practically
had a shoot-out in the street like
the old w~est," Lindemann said.
"Anyone in the line of fire - innocent bystanders - could have been
hurt." She said allowing chemical
weapons would be better than
shoot-out situations.
According to both Kline and
Lindemann, the main purpose of
chemical protection devices i~ to
allow the victim of a crime to
escape, not to capture the attacker.
In California, chemical weapon
holders are required to take a
Yakima and Kittitas

knife or gun, using the' spray is a

value judgment according to

Kline. "You might endanger
yourself further," he said.
Overconfidence on the part of the
chemical carriers ·probably won't
be a problem, according to
Lindemann. In fact, she said it will
make people more aware of their
surroundings, and the possibility of
an attack on them. This in itself
could prevent many attacks, she
said.
CWU student Heidi Persson likes
to carry her C.S. cannister with her
when she jogs at night. "It makes
me feel a little safer but also keeps
me aware of what's going on
around me,'' she said.
Lindemann believes it's a good
idea to have something as effective
as C.S. if the need arises, but
wishes society wouldn't have to
worry about it in the first place.
Both Lindemann and Kline
ad.here to the idea that the best
thing to do is avoid situations that
place one in danger. According to
Lindemann, if this is unavoidable
and you are faced with a
dangerous situation you should
"scream bloody murder and run
like hell."

Malde: teaching jobs out there
By DENISE EHLIS
Of the Campus Crier

Despite the ominous layoffs of
05 Seattle teachers last week,
~WU's Career Planning and Placenent Center has an optimistic
utlook for education major
:raduates this spring, according to
lSsistant Director Bob Malde.
Malde, who admits it's his job to
e optimistic, says once the state
nd federal budgets get settled he
>rsees no significant problems in
etting teaching jobs. He qualified
1

this statement by stressing that
special fields will be easier than
others to get jobs in because of
tE(ti~he.t.,shortages in those areas.
He believes the high demand
areas of sciences, industrial arts,
vocational and special education,
and elementary music will still be
high placement areas for CWU
education majors.
Malde refers to last year's
record placement figures of 78 percent and says this year's outlook
should be as good if not better. He
supports this statement saying,

"figures can't lie." He claims the
figures he has show the number of
education majors declining, while
the request for teachers by many
school districts in the northwest increasing. Malde says he is in touch
with school superintendents every
day who are asking for teacher applications in their areas.
Malde summarized his feelings
on the teacher layoffs and budget
cuts saying, "There are a lot of
teaching jobs out there, and a
graduating senior shouldn't be
afraid to go out and look for them."
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. and $942 for the next two years. · ·'
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At the University of Washington and Washington
State, residents now paying $687 will pay $1,04111ext

year and $1,158 in 1982, 33 percent of the cost of
education (Excluding a possible raise in s&A Fees) .
Community college tuition and fees have been
raised from $306 to $459 and $507 over the next two
years, 23 percent of costs (also excluding a possible
raise in S&A fees)
This increase, which is not only the largest jump
in state history, is also the largest single source of
new income to balance the state's $11.58 billion
operating budget for the next two years.
This has state Democrats screaming.
Minority members of the House called the higher
rates, "exhorbitant, drastic and unconcionable."
"You're not nickel and diming people to death,
you're dollaring, ten dollaring and hundred dollaring them to death,'' said Rep. Ron Grimm,
D-Puyallup.
The Democrats aren't the only ones screaming.
CWU President Donald Garrity said, "I'm not arguing that the 25 percent cost of education
philosophically is wrong. What I'm arguing is that
in the whole (budget) picture, the only significant
raise in revenue is going to fall on the shoulders of
the students," he said. "That is a shame."
''And as you and I know, a very significant portion of that revenue is not being spent on higher
education. So, it's not a user fee. A very significant
portion is being used to balance the general budget.
They (the legislature) were unwilling to tackle
other revenue sources," said Garrity, who claims
his concerns echo those of the other regional univer, sity presidents. "That's what I'm against!"

.Jazz Band sweeps Pacific
Coast College Festival
Central's student Jazz Band I,
under the direction of Music Professor John Moawad, walked away
with top honors last weekend at the
1981 Pacific Coast College Jazz
Festival, at the University of
California, Berkeley.
During a preliminary round,
Moawad's band was chosen best of
all four-year college bands participating. During the Saturday

e\ ening play-off competiton, the
CWU ensemble garnered the grand
prize \Jf the 90-band festival.
The jazz competiton consisted of
a ~~0-minute performance and a
si~~1t-reading contest, Moawad
said. The top two community college and university bands were
then pitted against each other for
the evening play-off performance,.
which CWU won .
~
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Cracking down

Ali ·chosen greatest
athlete of all time

Loan sharks take·over
Campus Digest News Service

Anyone who has ever been late paying a student
loan knows that most colleges do not push very hard
or threaten their student-defaulters.
Educators just don't feel comfortable acting like
Louie the Loan Shark threatening to break your
legs.
Well, bad news for student loan defaulters. Not
only is government planning on cutting down (or
out) student loans in the future, but they're getting
downright indignant about slow repayments of past
loans.
So guess who gets to collect it. Not exactly Louie
the Loan Shark, but the next -;vorse thing: private
collection agencies.
The U.S. Education Department is planning on
turning over student loan collections to private collectors in two pilot program areas: Atlanta and San
Francisco.
According to Terrence Bell, education secretary,
the collectors "have shown that collections by
private firms can be accomplished effectively and
with adequate safeguards to protect students'
rights."
The agencies receive a percentage of what they
collect as their pay.
At present there are 955 govenunent employees
averaging $15,193 to $19,747 per year to collect stu- .
dent loans for the govenunent.'
·
Bell says that the government employees have
proven successful, however.
''Of the more than 600,000 guaranteed student
loans in default over the past four years, nearly 90
percent has been resolved. Our collectors have
returned more than $3 for every $1 of cost to the taxpayer," Bell said.
Loan collecting is a big business in the United
States, if not the entire world.
Collection agencies typically charge anywhere
from one-third to half as their cut of collection proceeds.
Lawyers are big in collections, also. They charge
either an hourly rate ($40-100 per hour) for their efforts, or something called a "contingent fee."
A "contingent fee" is where the lawyer's client is
owed an amount that the client is not sure about collecting, and the client does not want to pay high
hourly legal expenses for collection work if there is
a significant chance that the money will never be
successfully collected and the client will get stuck
with a lost account PLUS legal expenses in trying to
futilely collect the money.
So the lawyer agrees to collect the mon!!Y for a

conunission, which typically runs 25-50 percent. If
the lawyer doesn't collect, he doesn't get paid. ·The
lawyer's fee is contingent upon successful collection. This reduces the risk to the client~ and improves the lawyer's incentive noticeably. ' ' .
Nothing is more frustrating than paying a lawyer
$75 per hour to fight a prolonged, losing battle.
The lawyer and client qecome partners in collecting the debt.
Because of the high expense of collecting monies ·
through legal methods, many companies will turn to
collection agencies rather than lawyers to shower
the debtor with semi-legal looking notices, and
"final demands."
Under recent federal law, the collection agencies
are not allowed to threaten to sue you unless they
actually .follow through with the threat and are not
bluffing.
So the debtor gets a lot of threatening mail. If the
debt is large, :over $100, $200 or $300 in some cases,
the amount will probably be worth a lawyer's time
to pursue after the collection agency is unsuccessful.
If the amount is small, and not worth a lawyer's
time, then the stream of increasingly hostile letters
is usually a bluff, and the creditor will write off the
debt as a lost cause that is going to be too expensive
to pursue for the relatively small amount of money.
Who needs $200 worth of legal fees to collect $100,
and what attorney wants a one-third commission of
a $30 overdue account? Lawyers have their image
to think of, and what self-respecting lawyer is going
to spend several hours writing you, phoning you and
suing you for a $10 commission? Lawyers don't
work for minimum wage you know.
So the inexperienced deadbeat is going to get worried about the threatening letters from the collection agency and pay for fear of ruining their future
credit rating.
And the professional, seasoned deadbeat is going
to sit back and chuckle, coldly calculating at what
dollar level the client is going to be willing to actually sue.
Some of the industries hardest hit by seasoned
deadbeats are mail-order firms selling relatively inexpensive items by mail: magazine subscriptions,
record clubs, book clubs, anything under $100. The
professional deadbeats play these industries like
suckers, and the honest person having unexpected
financial problems does all the worrying about
threatening looking notices and quasi-legal notices.
Such is life.
· Students are notoriously naive about collection
practices. Only deadbeats and business people
understand how the game is played.

MILWAUKEE, Wis. - Muhammad Ali has ·been selected as the
all-time greatest athlete by college
sports editors from across the
country participating in the Miller
125 Sports Poll, it was announced
by Lauren S. Williams, Executive
Vice President of the Miller Brewing Company.
Ali, three-time heavyweight boxing champion, was nominated on
.129 of the nearly 150 ballots cast by
college sports editors participating
· in the Miller 125 poll,
Also included among the top five
finishers in the poll are baseball
legend Babe Ruth ( 122 votes);
basketball star Wilt Chamberlin
(117); football great O.J. Simpson
(115) and Olympic swimmer Mark
Spitz (113).
Rounding out the top ten places
are soccer great Pele; professional
golfer Jack Nicklaus; home-run
king Henry Aaron, football standout Jim Brown, and all-around
athlete Jim Thorpe.
The Miller 125 poll, conducted
nationally by the Miller Brewing
Company in honor of its 125th anniversary this year, asked 148 college sports editors to determine
the greatest 125 athletes of all

· Burnett victory spurs
libel case explosion

Is the whole world turning self-service?
Campus Digest News Service

If you've been shopping recently,
you're probably starting to notice

what millions of other shoppers are
noticing - the world is turning
self-service.
Not only do you see sell-service
at gas stations, but try to find a
clerk in a department or discount
store anymore. And if you do, don't .
expect the friendly, helpful service
of yesteryear, because you'll be in
for a rude shock.
Companies across the country
are abandoning old methods of
selling, and turning to self-service
as a means to cut costs on the retail
level. A shrinking pool of skilled
help is one problem facing a lot of
stores too.
Retailers explain that it is
harder to find skilled clerks in to-

day's market. This is partly due to
· the new career opportunities that
are available to women today. ·
In past years, women were content to work as sales clerks to provide a second income at home, uut
after a few trailblazers opened the
way to bigger, better and more
prestigious jobs, women are less
likely to take jobs as clerks.
Many major companies are
diverting money that would have
been used to pay for increasing
their sales staff to add sell-service
signs instead. They
reorganizing their stores 80 people will have
easier times locating their merchandise without the help of a
salesclerk.

are

.The trend toward self-service
dismays man~ customers ~ho feel
th~y are. gettmg less serv_1ce, but
st~ paymg the same prices for
the1r goods. But some store

time.
''The Miller Brewing Company,
because of its traditional association with all levels of professional
and amateur athletics, is pleased
to release the results of this Miller
125 collegiate survey anp to help
celebrate the company's founding
125 years ago in 1855," said
Williams.
Earlier this year, in a sports poll
conducted with professional sports
writers and broadcasters, Babe
Ruth was voted the best of the 125
greatest athletes of all time.
Rounding out the top five in the
professional Miller 125 Sports Poll
were Muhammad Ali, Jim Brown,
Jack Nicklaus and Jim Thorpe.
The results of the Miller 125 poll
of pro sports writers and broadcasters were announced at a press
conference held in June in New
York City and attended by several
great names including, Dick
Butkus, Frank Robinson, Henry
Aaron, Earl Campbell, Don Budge
and Jack Dempsey.
Miller is an operating company
of Philip Morris Incorporated .
Principal beer brands include
Miller High Life, Lite and Lowenbrau.

managers claim they are going
self-service to help protect the
customers from rising prices. If
they can effectively cut their
overhead, they can keep prices
from climbing as fast.
Disheartened customers will still
have a few alternative stores they
can shop in; stores that feel service is as important as what they
sell. Stores like Neiman-Marcus of
Dallas were built on elaborate service, and are not likely to go the
self-service route.
Price-conscious shoppers will be
willing to forego the fancy
salesmanship that goes along with
the fancy prices in order to get
rock-bottom . prices at discount
stores. The lines at the checkout
. lanes will probably be the most
frustrating part, but with lower
: prices, you have to be willing to
sacrifice a little time for a big savings in price.

Campus Digest News Service

Just as Attorney Marvin Mitchelson' s Lee Marvin case set off
an explosion of palimony suits a
few years ago, Carol Burnett's recent libel case victory over the National Enquirer is starting to set
forth a new trend.
And publishers are worried
about that new trend.
The National Enquirer was forced to pay Miss Burnett $1.6 million
in damages for their article five
years ago which suggested she was
drunk and disorderly at a
Washington, D.C. restaurant.
Another recent libel suit ended

with a former Miss Wyoming being
awarded $26.5 million from Penthouse magazine for defamation of
character. The case is the largest
libel award to date being appealed
by Penthouse.
Newspapers and magazines are
beginning to try to better educate
their staffs on avoiding libel cases.
"The publicity arising from the
Burnett-Enquirer case just encourages others to sue for libel,"
says one attorney. "However, pursuing a libel suit takes a lot of time
and money, and some people are
not prepared for the long, legal
process it entails.''

MSU student drops major
in nude model protest
MEMPIDS, Tenn. (CH) - A
young art student who found nude
models morally objectionable has
had to drop her major at Memphis
State University.
The dean "told me there was no
way I could major in art without
drawing
nudes," said Renee
.
,,,, Burbndge, a 26-year-old sophomore.
Soon after she voiced her objections, art department faculty voted
unanimously to continue the use of
nude models in figure drawing.
One instructor volunteered to
teach Burbridge independently,
but the department rejected the
plan. "These kinds of allowances
just can't be made for students,"

..

said Art Chairman Lawrence Edwards. He drew an analogy to
English students objecting to certain books, or biology students
regusing to dissect frogs. "We
might as well bend the rules for the
whole university," he said.
"Following this kind of logic,
anyone could just come and design
their own course."
Burbridge's objections were
made on religious grounds. She
said nudity in the classroom "was
a disrespect to God, and it seemecl
to feed on the baser instincts. Wh y
should Christian tax money be used to pay for nude models?"

Campus CriP,r
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Wci-;hington University

By CHARLES LWANGA

By PETER VERNIE

Of the Campus Crier
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The office of Housing Services at
Central is one department that
likes to guard against any eve.ntuality.
When an October 23 Crier article
cautioned possible legal action by
occupants of P.A. Getz/G .P. Short
apartments due to the dangerous
state of the equipment at the apartments' playground, Housing Services supervisor Jake Harris promptly closed down the facility saying, under the conditions, it was
apparent the playground was safer
.
when out of use.
Acting swiftly, the Getz/Short
housing manager, Perry Rowe,
called equipment dealers and promised the recreation facility would
" ... quickly and conveniently ... be
put to standard."
Rowe's promise has been fulfilled.
New equipment, worth about
$1,000, has been installed at the
playground, and fresh grass has
been planted at the spots which
were once bare ground.
''As far a~ I know the playground
is now open for use by the apartments' residents," Rowe said.
Standing out in shining form and
on neatly-cut grass are a new twin
swing set and a set of "monkey
bars" for playing "climbing
games."
According to Rowe, an order was
placed in December, by midJanuary the equipment had been
delivered, and only the cold winter
forced a temporary suspension of
its installation.
·
Did the Crier article prompt the
refurnishing of the playground?

You and your bicycle can help
fight diabetes by riding in the
Washington Diabetes Association's
10 mile Bike-0-Thon. It will be held
Sunday, May 3 at 8 a.m. at the local
7-Eleven store on Euclid Way in
Ellensburg.
Statewide, the 1981 Bike-0-Thon
will be the biggest in Washington's
history, and will directly help the
over 205,000 diabetic persons.
Riders can obtain a sponsor
sheet at the Ellensburg Public
Schools, Student Union Building on
campus, or at 7-Eleven. Bikers
should then fill out their pledge
sheets, getting sponsors to pay on a
per-mile basis.
There are many prizes for those

New equipment
The playground equipment at the P. A. Getz/G.P. Short apartments wa
replace'd recently ofter on Oct. 23 Crier article revealed possible legal action.

Although the Getz/Short
residents had to wait until late
March for the refurnishings to be
completed so they could use the
playground again, it appears the
wait was worthwhile.

the Crier to express her disapproval of the infonnation published, saying she had lived at the
·
Getz/Short apartments for several
years and "hadn't seen a kid
,,
.
hurt. Today,when new eqwpment
is installed, even Larison's f?urand-half-y:ar old son, Thelomo~
Jones, said the playground IS
"nice."

"It's nice that the (old) equipment is replaced," said Karen
Larison a resident since 1973, "I
wasn't sure they'd do that. It was
pretty shabby. I think all the kids
are real happy.'' When the October
article appeared, Larison called

Rowe visits the playgrourtd frequently to ensure, as a warning
posted at the two entrances to the
facility states, that "This
playground (is) reserved for (and
used by) the tenants of College
Apts. only."

Numerous activities planned
for CWU Aerospace Day
If you look up in the sky next
Tuesday at about 10 a.m., and see
helicopters decending onto the
campus near the tennis courts west
of North Hall, don't be alarmed.
And if you observe people plwnmeting to earth by parachute a few
minutes later, don't run for cover.
We are not being invaded.
The helicopters, courtesy of
Tacoma's Fort Lewis military
base, and the skydivers, CWU
students Jim Hayes and Dennis
Korthanke, are two just two
highlights of Central's scheduled
Third Annual Areospace Day.
The event, coordinated by
Aerospace seminar students under
the direction of Dr. Richard Wood,
gets under way at 10 a.m., with the
landing of two aircrafts, a .Cobra
Attack Helicopter and a Huey
Utility Helicopter, and cor2:ludes
with a wet T-shirt contest at The
Tav in downtown Ellensburg.
In between, a day-long schedule
of events will be taking place
around campus and at the
Ellensburg Airport. Various aviation displays will be open in the
SUB pit, including a Mount St.
Helens search and rescue slide
presentation by the Washington
National Guard.
The day will also offer a radio
controlled airplane demonstration
in the open field north of the
Nicholson Pavilion tennis courts,
an aerobatic airplane exhibition by

the Stardusters at the airport and a
presentation by Skip Stoffel,
former survival instructor for the
Air Force, at 2 p.m. in the SUB Pit
Top prize for the wet T-shirt contest, which begins at 8 p.m., Tuesday, will be $50 and a free skydiving l~sson, including a static jwnp
from a plane. The winner may,

turning in the most money. They
range from bicycles to four roundtrip air fares to Disney World in
Florida.
Local Chapter President Marie
Heinz is hoping this year's Bike-0Thon can raise over $3,000, breaking last year's record. "We had 108
riders last year and I hope we will
have more this year," Heinz said.
"One very important thing for all
the people who pledge money is to
pay on time so the prizes can be
awarded and the money sent to the
many research projects ready and
waiting to~ funded.''
All Bike-0-Thon participants will
receive an original 1981 patch and
a "Slurpee." When pledges are
turned in, bikers will receive a
"Big Wheel" ice cream sandwhich
and a "flippy flyer."

Disabled meeting
begins tomorrow
"You Are The Expert," a twoday state conference by and for
parents of disabled kids, will convene Friday, May 1 at CWU.
The unique, parent-organized
seminar will feature workshops
Saturday, on everything from
parental frustration and career
education to sex education for
disabled kids and estate planning
for parents of children with special
needs.

The Ellensburg conference,
sponsored by Central's special
education faculty and students, is
the fourth of its kind in
Washington. Previous sessions
were held at CWU in 1977, 1979 anci
1980.
For more information about
"You Are The Expert," call the
CWU Education Department
963-1461.

Friday evening keynoter will be
Bill Dussault, Seattle attorney,
considered Washington's foremost
expert on disabled citizens and the
law.
Dussalt's 7:30 p.m, presentation,
"State of the Union: Regarding
Special Education," will focus on
the current status of Washington
law and its results in local school
districts.

LSAT • MCAT • GRE

GRE PSYCH • GRE BIO • MAT
GMAT • DAT· OCAT • PCAT
VAT· SAT ·CPA• TOEFL
MSKP • NAT'L MED BOS
ECFMG ~ FLEX • VQE
NOB • NPB I • NLE

~.fl.MPIAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER
Test Preparation Specialists
Since 1938
For intormat1on. Please Call:

however, elect for just an observation ride.
Second place in the contest will
be worth $25 and third $10, with the
top ten finishers recieving a free
Areospace T-shirt. If you are interested in participating, call
925-3538 or 963-3258.

Opening

Soon!

ACCESSORIES

Duus speaks today and tomorrow
Professor Peter Duus of Stanford University, one of the top
historians of Japan in the U.S. will
visit CWll today and tomorrow,
April 30 and May 1.
His presentations at CWU are

supported by the U.S.-Japan
Friendship Commission. Duus will
give a public slide show-lecture
tonight at 7: 30 p.m. in the SUB
room 204, entitled "Japan Encounters the West: The Visual
Record."

FOREIGN CAR
REPAIRS AND PARTS

vw
DATSUN
TOYOTA
INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
603 North Main

3

Diabetes' Bike-o-thon
slated for Sunday

Equipment replaced

"No," said Rowe, "It's only that"
at the time of the article there were
no funds specifically identified for .·
l:hat playground."
·
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That shrinking
list of 'nevers'
By MATT McGILLEN
Of the Campus Crier

Ever notice how your list of "nevel's" gets shorter as you grow older.
"Oh, I would never do that" is a phrase I have heard and continue to
hear all the time. But as the years roll by, the same people who swore
they wouldn't, did.
- I'll never act like that.
No sooner do the words leave the mouth does the speaker usually do
just what he said he wouldn't. I've seen people wag their finger at others
for wasting their time in taverns and bars and yet those same people
somehow end up spending their time in the same dives.
- I'll never treat my kids like that.
Nice thought, only trouble is research shows that abused children more
often than not resort to physical outlashes at their offspring as well.
- I'll never rent, I'm going to buy my house.
Famous last words.
- I'll never get out of shape, this is the only body I've got and I'm going
to take care of it.
Good intentions, I'm sure. But with the press of everyday life most people gradually change their outlook to, "I'll do it tomorrow." For most,
tomorrow never comes.
- I'll ~ever smoke or drink, they're such gross habits.
Peer pressure and for many the dragging boredom of life in general
puts a drink in their hand and a cigarette in their mouth.
- I'll never care about money,it's people I careabout.
The ones I've heard say that, have undoubtedly sold out their grandma
for $5. H not their best friend. ;
- I'll never have an abortion, that would be murder.
Mass morality is always greater than any individual's. When it comes
to little Mary getting pregnant, then that's a different story. Besides what
would Grandma think. Or dad. Or the lady down the street. Besides, it
' would be all right just this once. And anyway I simply can't afford the in,
convenience.
- I'll never marry just someone I can live with, it must be someone I
can't live without.
I've seen a lot of people get married, but I can't say that I honestly
know anyone in my generation who married for love. I've never seen two
people say lets do it together no matter what our situation, no matter
what the odds. Oh, I've seen them hook up for security maybe, or because
the folks would be dissapointed, or the girl or boy would be crushed if the
whole thing were called off now. But mostly I see people get married for
convenience, so they can say, well at least now I don't have to worry
about that anymore.
- I'll never get divorced, marriage is forever.
This one is the topper. Looking back on all the people I went to high
school with I can't think of a single marriage involving them that isn't on
the rocks. Not that that matters, because in our society, a successful marriage isn't one that is full of growth and challenge, but one that doesn't
end in divorce. I may not really like you Martha, but I'll stay together
with you until the end, even if it makes us both miserable.
As a matter of fact, I am :JSually hard-pressed to remember if any of
my high school friends who got married are still married. Some have
even been married again. And divorced again.
·
When I was considerably younger I told myself not to fall into the trap
;_>f "nevers". And I never have. Until now.
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Ten finge.rnails later
By CINDY PHl~PS
Of the Campus Crier

I must confess I am one of those people who are all for spontaneity. I'll spend all of next
month's rent money without a qualm and decide to worry about it when the time comes. I do
love an adventur~.
.
. .
/
However fun it is to be spontaneous, it can also get a girl mto a lot of tr~uble. My roommate and I both discovered this when the spirit moved us to take a spur of the moments.hopping trip to Seattle.
,
Early one Saturday we pµt on our Sunday best and pointed the little rice eater Bess in the
direction of the big city. Little did we know of the perils that awaited us further on down the
yellow brick road.
We hadn't even reached the boundaries of Ellensburg when Bess allowed her muffler to
fall down. This was only an omen of things to come.
A few moments later, by the advice of an old woman running the only open gas station, we
were both rooting around in a muddy ditch on a busy freeway looking for a piece of wire. Indignation soon gave way to necessity _a nd so, muddy, greasy, and our hair looking as if a
team of monkeys had done it (thanks to the wind), we did the only thing we could: set out to
find a gas station with a man. For two girls who can't agree on how to make kool-aid, this
was a definite agreement.
In no time flat we had played the helpless female routine (you know the one) on a trucker
hauling hay. He fixed Bess, and we rattled on our merry way.
We arrived in Seattle without much more trouble other than an occasional bucking fit
from Bess. By now she had fallen completely out of our graces.
We later met my roommate's parents, who decided Bess would never make it back over
the pass. So Sunday morning we set out for home in her dad's truck. Surprise! Surprise!
Surprise! It had somehow caught Bess's cold.
I mean this truck had a tiger in its tank that must of had a thorn in its paw, but we could
handle the occasional cough because we had much bigger problems to worry about first.
The pass report said there was light snow, bare roads, and what ever you do - watch for
falling rocks. I was busy looking for these rocks, then realized we were fishing in troubled
waters.
it was a bonafide blizzard on the top of the pass. Cars were backed up for a mile and there
we were: two palookas from the sticks with no chains, no chocolate and no hay trucker to
rescue us.
An hour and a half and ten fingernails later we were over the pass. Then the truck, despite
all the threats we were heaping on its hood, decided it needed a rest every five miles.
Very late that night we coughed into Ellensburg and I for one never thought I could be so
happy to be there.
What had begun as a fun joyride had turned into a badly bungled trip. Our feet were
covered with blisters from shopping, we were completely broke, exhausted and somewhat
hysterical, but for all our troubles we did learn a valuable lesson: think twice before you
take a spontaneous roadtrip and if you must do so be sure and take a lot of chocolate!

Faculty Adviser

STAFF - Dione Coburn, Denise Ehlis, Cynthia Foster, Scott Fuller, Karla Glanzman, Bill
High, Grant Johnson, Laurie Koy, Marci Kersting , Leanne LoBissoniere, Kevin Marketon,
Mike McMull in, Kari Montgomery, Stan Peery, Cindi Phipps, Rebecca Prieur, Patricio Reed,
Todd Ringwood, Richard Schuller, Gretchen Stohr, Mike Thomas, Peter Vernie, Tammy
Wentz, Pot Whitley, Robert Woody, Melissa Young .
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CWU welcomes high
school journalists

Campus Crier

Sexual Harassment are published .
in the Federal Register, 9/23/80, 29
CFR Part 1604, Secion 1604.11;
CWU
Affirmative
Action
Grievance Procedure is published
in "CWU Bulletin" [Catalog], Appendix A).

Director rebuts
To the editor:

Although I was pleased to get
Gale Lecompte, Director
front page coverage of an affirCWU Affirmative Action
mative action issue, my initial
reaction to the headline on the sexual harassment article (Campus
Crier, April 16) was much the
same as that expressed by Susan . The Campus Crier welcomes your letHannibal (letter to the editor,
\ ters to the editor.
Campus Crier, April 23).
Please keep them less than 150
There should have been a queswords, and type them double spaced~
tion mark following that headline.
Phrase them as though they' re written
At no time have I stated that : to the editor, rathl;!r than the reader.
"CWU (is) free of sexual harassAll letters must be signed and include
ment."
; your address and phone number. Phone
There has never been a sexual ' numbers will not be published. They are
harassment complaint filed . with
necessary for verification purposes onthis office. However, I am not so
ly. The Crier will not print letters it con ·
naive as to believe that it is nonexnot verify.
istant on this campus. I have had a
Letters become property of the Camfew inquiries in which the inpus Crier and we reserve the right to
dividual asked questions regarding
shorten and edit them for clarity.
the subject - leading me to
become suspicious, but they were
not interested in either giving suffi..
cient details or in filing a com~laint. I regr~t the misinterpretation, by Hannibal, of my use of the /
term low-key. I was referring to
Weaskeachgraduatingseniorto
the expressed attitude of the in- :
· fill out a special form which will inquirer( s), not the harassmeqt.
stigate his being put into the AlumAs far as informing the students To the editor:
ni files. If he/she does not fill out
is concerned, there was a very well
the form, she/he will not be in the
publicized "rap session" in
Graduation is only a few weeks alumni files which serve all
NovembeI,", 1980, which was spon- · away. At th~t time many of our
departments.
sored by the Center for Women's
Studies, and in which I participated. Since Hannibal says she
.has been here seven months, she
was here then. Did she attend?
Also, for the past two ·years,
department chairmen and pr<>gram directors have been requested to discuss this issue at
staff meetings and to assure that
their students were advised of
their rights and the availability of
a grievance procedur~. I sincerely
hope they have done so.
Many members of my generaShe's the one who sprayed Bactine on
tion. have dedicated a substantial
your scraped knee and comforted away
portion of their lives to assure that
the hurt. She helped you pick out the mut
members of subsequent generathat became the family dog. She covered
tions would have the advantage of
certain well-defined "rights," ·
for you when you wrinkled the fender on
whicp did not exist (or were not :
dad's car and she cried at your high
adequately defined), for us. It is '.
school graduation. It ripped her up more
the nature of "rights," however, :
than just a little bit to send her "baby"
that their use and maintenance re- j
off to Central.
quires acceptance of certain ;
''responsibilities.''
But now she slips you a few bucks when
If the responsibilities associated
you
come home and fixes your favorite
with these rights are not accepted
meal
without even being asked.
and exercised, the rights will be of
little value, they will be ineffective
and eventually will be lost.
You can show her you care with a
It is the responsibility of your
Mother's Day Card from The University
generation to know your rights, use
Store. Funny thing, how much a card
them and defend them, if
from you will mean to her. Come on in
necessary. (EEOC guidelines on
now, while you're thinking about it and
our selection is still large.

Letter policy

Alumni director
addreSSeS Seniors

•

•

students move into a new relationi;hip with Central. They become
Central alumni.
When I sit in the audience at
graduation, I feel a tremendous
sense of responsibility as I watch
the seniors receive their diplomas
and flip their tassles from one side
to the other. At that point I assume
responsibility for the on-going relationship of the Ur_liversity with
each of these alumni.
graduating
seniors
All
automatically become a member
of the Central Washington University Alumni Association. They are
given membership cards and a
booklet describing their role as an
alumnus; the role of the Association and the role of the Director of
Alumni Affairs. The new alumnus
learns what services the Association provides and what is expected
of an alumnus in an on-going
association with the University.
The major concern the Alumni
office constantly deals with is
keeping current addresses for our
alumni. We have found many
students give us their Ellensburg
adress, a parent's adress, or some
other adress which will be dated as
soqn as he/she takes a new job.

Remember
Mom?

I

NATUROPATHIC

MEDICINE
Blend1 Both
MOdern and
Ancient NatUJUI
H11llng Tr1d1Uon1
Rigorous four-year
resident program
leads to N. D. degree
and eligibility for state
licensing as a
naturopathic
physician.
.
Wnte for free brochure or
send S2. 00 for complete

John Bastyr College
of Natur~thic
Medicine
1408 N.E. 45th
Seattle WA 98105
. •
(206) 632-0165 catalog.

We Have
Her Card

b~
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Departments may request ac- a special program, but I have been
cess to files that pertain to alumni thrilled with the involvement· of
with degrees from that depart- our young alums.
ment. Some departments attempt I have one 1979 and one 1980
to maintain their own files on graduate on the Alumni Associaalumni. We have found that to be a tion Board of Directors. They are
duplication of effort and increases real movers.
the likelihood of error.
We have several young alumni
Eventually the entire University who serve on Uie Alumni Advisor
will be on a Data Base program so program which is · directed at
all departments will have access to potential students. 'These alumni
files on students and alumni. Right are busy establishing their careers
now the Alumni office is the only and families, but opt to expend two
area on campus which is charged or three hours per month for their
with the responsibility to maintain - University~
alumni addresses. It is a constant
The Alumni Association relies
pressure on us as we update
1000-3500 addresses and other data completely on the Annual Fund
monthly on the alumni computer Drive for its support. Thus far
files.
':hose funds have prevented the
necessity of a dues-paying
I must note that our .alumni files nembership. If we can keep the
may not be used for anything other .\nnual Fund Drive prospering we
than University projects. They are will be able to avoid dues.
very confidential.
On June 13 many-of you will
become a part of our Association.
Dozens of alumni write to us We welcome you. I hope you will
monthly. I spend a great deal of come by the Alumni Suite, Barge
time responding to their special re- 310, pick up your alumni decal and
quests. I love it!
meet the Alumni Staff during the
next few weeks.
Since I became Alumni Director,
almost four years ago, I have been
The Alumni Suite has been furtold at all of my professional nished in great part by loving gifts
meetings that the new or young from our Alumrti. Come by to see
alum is a lost cause for at least five us and the rooms.
years unless a special recruitment
Gail Jones
program is instigated. I have not
Director, _Alumni Affairs
had funds or staff to instigate such
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Movie preview/

Duo spreads good humor _as ice cream vendors.
Cheech and Chong are in the chips - they've found their true calling ... as ice cream vendors.
1
Spreading good humor through the streets of Los Angeles, they have stashed away enough :
1
cash to realize their fondest dreams . . . new guitars, islands in the sun, beautiful women
who love them for their money alone.
Only police Sergeant Shrager (Stacy Keach) resents their newfound wealth or suspects its
source. When he promises to put the pair behind bars, he doesn't mean the kind that come in
chocolate, vanilla and tutti-frutti.
"Cheech & Chong's Nice Dreams" is the third outing for the duo who've emerged as one of·
the screen's most popular comedy teams in a quarter of a century, the successors to the ,
tradition of Laurel and Hardy, Abbott and Costello and Martin and Lewis.
Directed by Tommy Chong from a screenplay he wrote with Richard "Cheech" Marin,
"Nice Dreams" was produced by Howard Brown and is a Columbia Pictures release.
The script, according to Chong, evolved in the team's usual unusual way.
"In our first film, we were so close to ground zero that the ghetto was a step up. In the next
movie, at least one of us had a paying job.
"This time, we wondered what would happen if we finally.struck it rich." Chong said.
"The answer is that these guys .... these characters we play .... are like monks. Or
samurai. They shouldn't have material possessions because that only screws up their karma or gets them ripped off." Cheech said.
A Cheech and Chong movie is loosely scripted and tightly storyboarded - with the
physical characteristics of each sequence carefully pre-planned - a technique which evolved from their origins in improvisational theatre.
"Improv has its own disciplines," Chong said. "When it works, it's as if you had stepped
into some crazy force. There's spontaneity that's funnier than anything an all-night story
conference could produce.''
"Cheech & Chong's Nice Dreams" began when the pair spotted a distinctive prop truck.
At one point, they saw it as a gardener's vehicle and themselves as lunatic landscapers
spreading horticulture throughout Los Angeles. The truck went through several more
metamorphoses before it finally became a shiny white ice cream wagon with an enormous
clown's face on top.
That premise then spun off into a series of ribald adventures.
As house sitters for a tourmg rock star, the team enjoys the comforts of his palatial
Pacific Coast pad, including a waterless swimming pool, a netless tennis court and a
greenhouse crammed with exotica flora, tended by a blind caretaker.

Included in that segment is Cheech's favorite scene, set in the inansion's kitchen, where
he, Chong and the caretaker are talking and acting at cross-purposes. Even when Cheech
·
nearly sets fire to the house, grilling tortilla pizzas, no one pays attention.
Returning to their ice cream rounds, after an encounter-with a police helicopter, they sell
all 21 flavors of the month to the legendary country-western singer, Wailin Louder (George
See ICE CREAM, page 8

Copyright c 1981 , Columbia Pictures

"Tutti-frutti"
Cheech Marin and Tommy Chong star as ice cream salesmen who end up taking
charge of a nuthouse in their third movie "Cheech & Chong's Nke Dreams."

Black theatre group

will perform drama
By RICHARD MATHEWS
Special to the Crier

In conjunction with the Festival
of the Arts, the Paul Robeson Community Theatre Group will perform "Dutchman" May 6 at 7:30
p.m. in Hebeler Auditorium.
Baraka's production of "Dutchman" explores a face-to-face encounter between a black man, a
white woman and a moment in
history. Their story reflects images of ti.e past, and sheds rays of
hope of a better and brighter
tomorrow.
While the masses of people were
caught up in the whirlwind of civil
rights in the 60s, the most crucial
confrontations were not those
generated by the masses, but in
personal relationships. This is the
' story depicted by .the play.

Peugeot

Issaquah p~et to read work

Takara
Tuesday ,. Friday 12 - 6 ,

Saturday

10 - 5

Univega

Closed
Sunday - Monday

1_307 N· MAIN .

The cast consist$of LeRoy Jones
(Dutchman), Harry Blanks (Clay)
and Vikki Crane (Lula). Admission
at the door will be $1.50.
The Paul Robeson Theatre
Group. was founded in 1976 by
Harvey Blanks and Bobby Wooten,
with a purpose of bringing artistic
excellence to the greater King
County area; maintaining a
reputation as an innovative producer of Art for all communities.
Over the past four years the
group has been successful with a
series of community projects and
performances with various agencies such as: Seattle Arts Commission, Seattle Public Schools, ~lack
. Arts West, Department of Human
Resources, Seattle Community
Colleges, University of Washington
and Mayor Charles Royer's Park
Department.

CALL FIRST ·

925-3326

I

Issaquah poet Thomas Brush will read and discuss his poetry at Central
Tuesday as part of the spring Festival of the Arts.
The 7: 30 reading and discussion will be in the Language and Literature
Building lounge.
Brush, a 1965 CWU graduate, is currently an English teacher at Issaquah High School. His poems have been published in Poetry Northwest,
Quarterly West, Prairie Schooner, Seattle Review and the Montana
Review. He is in the process of publishing a second book of poetry.
His is the second in a series of three poetry readings sponsored by the
ASC. Ellensburg poets Judy Kleck and Joe Powell will read and discuss
poetry May 12 on campus.
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Festival designed to Critic evaluates art, not artist
tie'
academics,
arts
•
By MATT McGILLEN
Of the Campus Crier

By TAMMY WENTZ
Of the Campus Crier

Douglas on flute, will be included.
The music department will also
present their Invitational Jazz
Festival May 8. They'll conclude
with Jazz Nite, May 9 in the' SUB
Ballroom.

For the fifth consecutive year
the Asscciated Students of Central
and the Fine Arts Committee are
~
sponsoring the "Festival of the
Arts."
The drama department is
The festival, which began April presenting "Seascape" in the
24 will run through May 17.
Threepenny Theatre with the final
According to John Drinkwater, performance Saturday.
student activities director, the
festival began as a concept in 1976
A Black theatre group will also
• . and was organized completely by present a performance titled "The
the ASC. In 1976 the Fine Arts Com- Dutchman." The Seattle based
mittee was established with pro- group is being sponsored by the
fessors representing the Art, Minority Awareness group. The
Music and Drama departments as performance will be May 6 at 7: 30
members of the group. Since 1976, p.m. in Hertz Hall.
literature and dance have been inThe ASC will present a Charlie
cluded and the festival has expandChaplin classic film festival and
ed from one week to three weeks.
Drinkwater said the program the seasonal Warefare will be inwas designed to tie in academics cluded in the SUB May 7-8.
Schedules for the events are
with cultural programs active on
the Central campus. He said the available in the Information Booth
event has grown due to the growth in the SUB and in the SUB
in academic activities. He also cafeteria.
said the students and the community have been very ·receptive
to the festiv~l.
"Ellensburg is an isolated community and this is one of the
reasons the ASC sponsors the
festival." he said.
As a result of this, the people in
Ellensburg and surrounding areas
can enjoy the cultural activities
which are not readily available.
Drinkwater said citizens here have
different needs than residents of a
, larger city. But he added, that the
residents of Ellensburg should not
be deprived of cultural activities
because of their location and differing needs.
Entertainment to be presented
during the festival include art,
music, literature, drama, dance
and films.
" New Photographies," the current art show in Sarah Spurgeon
Gallery, is carrying over into the
festival and will continue through
May 1. A student art show is
scheduled May 11-15.
Posters and the schedule of
events were both designed by art
student Chris Ward.
Several student recitals and a
recital by guest artist Paul

•

•

By refusing to act simply as
a mediator between the art
world and the general public,
northwest art critic Ron
Glowen says he brings a
higher degree of evaluation to
the field of art criticism.
~peaking before a half-filled
room in CWU's Randall Hall
Jast Friday afternoon as part
of the University's Festival of
the Arts, the bearded Glowen,
who has written a weekly
visual arts column for the
Everett Herald for the past
two years, says he takes issue
with some Seattle area critics
who place more emphasis· on
the.artist than on the art.
"My job _is to evaluate the
piece, not' to treat the artist
like a celebrity," the Spokane
native said, adding that he
tries to take into account the

politics of the art world and
the mood of the galleries in his
writings.
He also keeps an eye on the
artist's evolving career, which
he says is not always a pleasant task. "Sometimes they
remain monotonously the
same," he said.
His approach to art
criticism was not always as
such, however, Glowen said.
As the world of art changed, so
did his evalutaion methods.

"Being a better critic. is a
process of maturation.
Because of the wide variety of
art and art fonns, no one set of
standards apply to art - nor
should they," he said. "Good
technique versus bad technique is no longer a viable
criteria. I try to remain flexible."
Unlike many other art
critics, Glowen said he comes
from an art background,

.
11

1

s1 so¥JS1

which gives him an advantage
in the field of art evaluation.
"I started out as a painter,"
said Glowen, who won the ,
Tacoma Art Musewn Painting/Sculptor Award in 1975, '
after getting his B.S. in Art
froJD EWU in 1973 "and
became a journalist by
default."
And while Glowen says
many artists' · personalities
are reflected in their work's
structure and content, he puts
more of his faith in the creation than the creator.
"I trust the art not the artist. What they say doesn't
always jibe with what they
do."
Besides his weekly column,
Glowen's writing has also appeared in Art in America,
Vanguard, Artweek, Seattle's
Pictorial Times and Argus.
His own art work has been exhibited in Washington, Montana and California.
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Do You Have
A"Nose For
i
News?

/
1

Do you know
some real people?

An amazing
. al~.
arum
or a

''tha(s -incredible"
story?

Call
Scoop Line ,

963-1026 .

Cl4~s

Nobogycandoit
like McUonalds can TM

If you have a $10,000 job waiting for you,.
you could have an American Express® Card.
right now.
Trade the card you've been using every day
for the Card you'll be using the rest of your life.
You're about to leave school and enter a whole
ne\v world. You've got great expectations. So
does American Express. For you .
That's wh)· American Express has created a
special plan that reduces the usual application
requirements- so you can get the Card before
you finish school.
All you need to aprly is a Sl0.000 job or the
promise of one.
You'll use the Card the wealth\· and the -~\~~~l,

traveled use for business lunches, buying clothes
for work, paying for vacations - for all sorts of
after,school activities.
One of the surest ways to establish yourself is
to start out as if you were already established. And
just having the Card gives you the chance to
establish a solid credit rating.
So trade up now. You'll find application forms
on campus bulletin boards. Or call toll,free
800,528,8000 and ask for a Special Student Appli,
cation. And set yourself up for next year before
you fini sh this one.

The American Express"Card.
Don't leave school without it.
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CWU Jazz band headlines
May 8 Ya~ima tribute

Campu& Pape1ba~k l)e&t&elle16
1. The Official ·Preppy Handbook, edited by Lisa Birnbach . (Workman, $3.95.) Making the grade: humor.
2. Princess Daisy, by Judith Krantz. (Bantam, $3.95.)
Woman's rise to international glamour set: fiction.

A collegiate jazz band recently for reservations, ~t 575-2434. If any cellist, are also on the program.
judged best .on the West Coast and alwnni have not yet received an inRagtime piano music will proa distinguished faculty chamber vitation by mail, they should call vide a distinct change of pace, progroup will headline Central's May Lacey, as well.
vided by Music Professor Peter
A reception at the Theatre for Gries.
8 tribute to Yakiffia at the Capitol
alwnni and friends will follow the
Theatre.
The Central Symphony Chamber
Taking its show on the road, the performance, Llwn said.
Orchestra, conducted by Eric
Performers for the variety pro- Roth, will perform J.S. Bach's
University is planning an evening
of music and dance for CWU alwn- gram include Jazz Band I, named "Suite No. 2 in B Minor," followed
ni and friends in Yakima County, best collegiate jazz band on the by a· student show choir, the Cenaccording to Lawrence Liwn, · West Coast, at an April 25 competi- tral Swingers, directed and
tion at the University of California choreographed by Barbara BrwnCWU Development Director.
"CWU's Program Center, on the at Berkeley.
mett. They will close out the
· Under the direction of Music tribute with selections from their
Yakima Valley College campus, is
one of our largest extended degree Professor John Moawad, the band 1981 show, "Sing and Dance the
sites, and we at the university want will deliver several jazz sets, as World."
to share with oiir Yakima alumni' a well as performing together with
sampling of our student and facul- CWU's student jazz dance troupe; · Tom Tomlinson, Capitol Theatre
ty performing talent," 'Ilwn said. Orchesis, directed by Dance Pro- manager, noted· that a nwnber of
Invitations to the 8 p.m. perfor- fessor Lana Jo Sharpe.
tickets for the Friday evening permance have been issued to all
The University's distinguished formance are available. Those inalwnni in the Yakima area, accor- faculty music ensemble, the Cen- teresed may call the Capitol box ofding to Liwn, and they are en- tral Trio, including Bonalyn fice between 11 a.m. and 4 p.m.,
couraged to call CWU Yakima P-ro- Bricker-Smith, pianist; Jeff Cox, Monday through Friday, for
gram Center Director Bill Lacey violinist; and Maria DeRungs, details.

3. Men in Love, by Nancy Friday. (Dell, $3.50.) Survey of
men's sexual fantasies.
4. The Third Wave, by Alvin loftier. (Bantam, $3.95.) How
electronic revolution will affect our lives.
5. Garfield Gains Weight, by Jim Davis. (Ballantine,
$5.95.) Further adventures of a cartoon cat.
6. Kane & Abel, by Jeffrey Archer. (Fawcett/Crest, $3.75.)
Corporate boardroom maneuvering: fiction .
7. Garfield at Large, by Jim Davis. (Ballantine, $4.95.) Wit
and wisdom of a comic strip cat.
8. The Bleeding Heart, by Marilyn French. (Ballantine,
$3.50.) American feminist's romance in England: fiction.
9. The Devil's Alter.native, by Frederick Forsyth. (Bantam,
$3.50.) Imminent global disaster: fiction.
10. The Complete Scarsdale Medical Diet, by Herman
Tarnower, MD and Samm S. ~aker. (Bantam, $2.95.)
Compiled by The Chronicle of Higher Education from information
supplied by college stores throughout the country. May 4, 1981 .

•

-Ice cream-------.
from page six·

Craig Brown). Celebrating at a new-wave Chinese restaurant, Cheech discovers his long
lost love, Donna (Evelyn Guerrero) on the arm of a bizarre musician known as the "Hamburger Man" (Paul Reubens).
They adjourn to Donna's penthouse,. unaware that her "old man," Animal (Michael
Masters) - a Neanderthal with an abiding hatred for Mexicans, Chinese-Canadians and
most other species of hwnanity - has been released from jail and is making a bee-line for
her boudoir.
·
·
During the night of romantic revelry, their money has been exchanged by Chong for a
worthless check on a non-existent bank. And the only way to get it back is to escape into a
nearby insane asylum
Involved in these pranks is a troupe of respected actors and young comics.
Keach repeats his "Up in Smoke" role as Sergeant Shrager for several reasons, not the
least of which is that "he's a lot of fun to be around," according to Cheech. Reubens and
Suzanne Kent (Sidney, the Agent) are members of the improvisational group the "Groundlings." Sally K. Marr is a veteran stand-up comic whose late son, Lenny Bruce, was among
the team's favorite performers.
Guerrero's appearance renews the romantic rapport which began when she played
Cheech's dream girl in "Cheech and Chong's Next Movie." In that filmhefantacized thathe
was an Aztec warrior and she was his sacrificial love slave.
Chong's romantic foil in "Nice Dreams" is Taaffe O'Connell who plays the voluptuous
nurse at the nuthouse where he is mistaken- in his white ice cream vendor's outfit- for a
psychiatrist and put in charge of medication and the staff. ·
In discussing their on-screen antics, both Cheech and Chong frequently lapse into the third
person. That is legitimate, they insist, since the characters they portray bear only a passing
resemblance to Richard Marin and Thomas Chong.
"The audience knows Tommy as a good-natured, slow-moving dimwit," Cheech said. "A
guy who is always three beats behind the band. Actually, he is quick, ambitious and tremendously well-organized, with a musician's sense of timing and a mind that absorbs knowledge
like a sponge."
Cheech's contrasting role is the live-wire lothario for whom life is an obstacle course,
strewn with suspicious cops and amorous women, which must be traversed in record time.
"That's not him, either," Chong said. "The Cheech I know is a very private, gentle, contemplative man. He is ... for want of a better worq ... spiritual."

Test Your Own Job Aptitude, by James Barrett & Geoffrey
Williams. (Penguin, $2.50.) Exploring your career potential.
The Life of the Mind, by Hannah Arendt. (HBJ/Harvest,
$9.95.) Philosopher's views on the thought process.
Uncollected Stories of William Faulkner, edited by Joseph
Blotner. (Vintage, $7.95.) 45 stories never published.
Association of American Publishers
\....
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2% 1hGallon 37c
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Pasteurized/Homogenized
Whole 1h Gallon ·37c:
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,Winegar's .. •
locat.d Just I llock1 W..t Of Nicholson Pavilion
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15th - 925-1821

We accept food couPQns

McConnell show opens,
without new theatre seats
Those planning to attend Central's production of "Seascape"
this weekend can enjoy Edward,
Albee's tale in the campus's new
multiform theatre, but they won't
do it on the "beautiful, new, comfortable seats,'' Director Richard
Leinaweaver said.

Leinaweaver asks that theatregoers hold on to their "Seascape"
ticket stubs and turn them in for a
$1 reduction on next year's season
ticket.
Other minor "bugs" the department has encountered with the new
theatre in the recently remodeled
McConneU Hall include ''an inter"The seats, as hinted at before, com system still not fully operahave not arrived," he said.
tional and flickering dimmer
However, the missing chairs lights," Leinaweaver said.
should arrive next week.
These problems will be solved
Due to a nwnber of hold-ups, in- before "Seascape's" 8 p.m. curtaiii
cluding the slow chair delivery, the time tonight through May 3.
"Seascape" r.roduction has
Those attending will find the
already been postponed once. Hertz Hall .parking lot as close as
Originally scheduled to open April ,parking on D Street Leinaweaver
24, last week's Friday and Satur- said. He added that the box office
day performances were cancelled. for the new second-floor theatre is
.' The drama department is willing · located in McConnell's northwest
to make acommodations, though. tower, facing D Street.

•

•

•

Track seasons wind
.down for Wildcats
Men
Central has its final tuneup Darrell Charles (Sr., Seattle Saturday in the University of Roosevelt) won the long jump with
Puget Sound Invitational for the a season best of 26-6. Dan Smith
NAIA District 1 track-and-field (Jr., Selah) won the high jump
meet.
with a leap of 6-8. Last week he
The district will be hosted by the cleared a career best 6-9.
'Cats May 8-9 at Tomlinson Field.
"Dan is really getting consistent
"We are on a taper now and getnow,"
Arlt said, "and that is Darting ready for the chmpionship
rell's
best
jump of the year."
meet," said CWU Coach Spike
Arlt.
CWU also earned four second
Arlt's team hosted an non- places in the meet. Roger Howell
scoring invitational last Saturday (So., Naches) ·ran second in the
at Tomlinson and came away with 10,000 meters (34:24.9), Ted Mita ·pair of first places in t~e ~eet. telstaedt (Jr., Reardan) finished

, second in the steeplechase
(9:39.8), Scott Fuller ran second in
. the 5,000 meters (15:38.1) and the
CWU 400 meter relay team came in
· second with a clocking of 43.6.
Other top marks for the Wildcats
were turned in by Brian Blevins
· (Fr., Edmonds-Meadowdale) and
Kevin Macy in the pole vault
(12-6), Bob Messinger (So.,
Ellensburg) in the 200 meters
(23.3), George Steele in the 100
. (11.4) and Tom Bourque (Fr.,
Kirkland - Juanita) in the shot put
(44-41/z).

Women
CWU has qualified a second Saturday-winning the event with a
athlete for the AIWA national heave of 142-5 at an invitational
track-and-field championships.
meet here over the weekend. Sheri
Laura .Meyers (Jr., Edmonds - McCormick (Jr., Seattle) also
Meadowdale ). finished sixth in the scored a victory for the Wildcats,
Seattle Relays Saturday in the winning the 100 meters in a time of
5,000 meters. Her time of 17:45.4 12.5. Carmen Aguirre (Sr., Topwas 35 seconds better than her penish) competing for the first
previous best this season and · time this spring won the 10,000
qualified her for the national meet. meters with a time of 39: 41.8.
Lorna Beaver (So., South Bend) - Jill Palmquist (Sr., Ephrata)
had qualified in the javelin earlier finished second on the shot
in the season. Beaver continued to put( 42-0) and in the discus ( 129-1)
perform excellently in the javelin for Central. CWU was also second

in the 400 relay (49.5).
"Beaver had another good
weekend and I was especially
pleased with Jill Palmquist," CWU
Coach Jan Boyungs said. "And I
am pretty proud _ of Laura
Meyers, of course."
"We are tired physically and
mentally and are now on a taper,''
Photo by George Moy
Boyungs added.
First time's a charm
The Wildcats travel to BellCompeting for the first time this spring, CWU' s Carmen Aguirre won the
ingham Friday night to compete in
l
0,
000 meters in a time of 39. 41. 8 at last Saturday's CWU invitational
the Western Washington Invitatrack meet.
tional, then travels to Tacoma May
7-9 for the NCWSA regionals.

McGuire streak · ended

L-C State downs Central,
ups win streak to 56
•

•

•

•

Central's baseball team travels
to La Grande this weekend for a
three-game series with Eastern
Oregon State College. Saturd~y's
single game starts at 3 p.m. Sunday's doubleheader is scheduled
for 1 p.m.
But first the Wildcats (11-17)
have three midweek twinbills on
tap. Central was scheduled to
travel to Seattle Tuesday and
Wednesday for doubleheaders with
the U of W and Seattle University.
Whitworth visits Ellensburg for a
Friday twinbill.
Central and Eastern Oregon
have divided four previous
meetings this season. EOSC
defeated the 'Cats in the Whitman
- Invitational and CWU took two-out-

of-three games in a series 'in
Ellensburg.
Last week the Wildcats won four
of 10 games. It swept a
doubleheader from Seattle and
divided twinbills with UPS and
Pacific Lutheran before losing a
single.game to Gonzaga and dropping a three-game series to
nationally-ranked Lewis-Clark
State College.
The L-C Warriors extended their
NAIA unbeaten streak to 56 games
with the sweep. Overall L-C State
is 35-9. The three losses drops the
'Cats to 8-9 in NAIA play.
Mike McGuire extended his hitting streak to 10 games with a double in the opener on Sunday before
g9ing 0-3 in the secon<:I contest.

A Fine Restaurant
Lyle McCullough

Jerry Atamanchuk (Jr., Surrey
B.C.) continues to lead the Central
at the plate with a .359 average.
Steve Hart (Jr., Snoqualmie - Mt.
Si) is hitting .333 and Dan Kain
(Fr., Seattle - Kennedy) is at .324:
McGuire (So., Seattle - Nathan
Hale) is hitting .317.
McGuire leads the team in home
runs with four and is second in RBI
with 17. Kain has 21 RBI. Mike
Dorman (So., Vancouver - Colwnbia River) is the doubles leader
with eight.

"Europe Throueh The Baell Door"
An Education in Budget European tra11I
Author and TraHler, Rick

Washington in Pullman in dual
meets on Saturday. The 'Cats conclude their regular season May 5 at
home against Yakiq}a Valley.
CWU fell to 1-6 on the season, losing to Western 7-2 and Seattle
Pacific 9-0. "We played poorly
against SPU,'' coach Everett Irish
said. "We played better against

St1Y11

will inform rou ••

trnellq Europe:

In pitching,. Mark Remington
(So., Arlington) leads the club with
a 2.93 ERA and in saves with four.
Nine different pitchers have the
Wildcats 11 wins.

• Slides on all European Countri11
• ltinerar1 planning
•Packing-Light

Men netters face busy week
Four matches are on tap for Central' s mens' tennis team this week
beginning with a home match today against Seattle University (2
p.m.).
- The Wildcats then travel to
Pullman to take on Washington
State. CWU faces Western
Washington
and Eastern

RESERVATONS
(509) 925-6545

402 NORTH PEARL
ELLENSBURG, WA 9~9~6

•Tr1t11in1 ltJ traill I ear
•Fi11nc1s, cu1I0111• ..~

.........

Mar -2 at the Ellensburg HolidaJ Inn
9:00 a.m. until 6:30 p.m •
.s20.oo .per person (h1c11111 ... ~••11 ••.,,
TO REGISTER CALL 925-H33

Western, but they are just better
than us."

Sponsored bJ

Steve DiBenedetto (Fr., Yakima
- Carroll) and Mark Harrington,
(Jr., Kirkland - Juanita) are the
'Cats top winners with two victories each. No doubles pair has:
more than one win for Central. ~ ~

~BURG
306 It Pine

ZiRVELLc.
126-1133

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Golfers
host
NAIA
District I
final

L
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Central's Wildcats will host the
1981 NAIA District 1 golf tournament Thursday and Friday, May
7-8, at Suntides in Yakima.
Defending champion Western
Washington will be favored to retain its title, · but could get a stiff
challenge from Simon Fraser. The
Clansmen edged WWU by two
strokes last week for second place
in the Western Invitational.
Other teams scheduled to compete include Whitman, Whitworth,
Pacific Lutheran and Central. The
golfers will tee-off Thursday at
12:30 a.m., Thursday and 8:30
a.m., Friday.
Central, which wraps up its
regular-season today and Friday
in the Eastern Washington Invitational, finished fifth at Western
with an 831 total.
Jay Lyons (So., Ellensburg) led
the 'Cats with a 158 total. Lyons
leads the team in stroke average
with an average of 80.9 for eight
rounds.
CWU averages: Lyons 8-80.9;
Todd Synder (Fr., .E ast Wenatchee
- Eastmoilt). 4-82.4; C.D. Hoiness
(So., Longview-R.A. Long) 6-83.7;
Gary Bersquik (Fr., Federal Way)
8-84.4; Dan Marples (Yakima) .
6-84.8; Ron Gunner (Jr., Selah)
2-85.5; Gary Vandenbos (Fr.,
Olympia - Timberline) 6-85.5; Jeff
Hubbard (Sr., Oak Harbor) 6-88.7
41

Women close season on road
CWU winds up its womens' tennis regular-season this weekend
with three road matches.
The Wildcats, 4-8 on the season,
will compete in the NCWSA
regionals May 7-9 at the Univer~ity
of Puget Sound. The Wildcats
traveled to Seattle Tuesday to take
on Seattle Univer8ity and are at
Pullman and Lewiston Friday and

Saturday to face Washington State
and Lewis-Clark State.
In singles, Rhondi Adair (Sr:
DesMoines - Highline CC), Teresa
Shrout (So., Renton - Llndberg)
and Kathy Wimer (Fr., Yakima West Valley) lead CWU with four
wins each.
· In doubles, Adair and Shrout
lead the team in victories with five.

Run like the wind

Photo by George May

Denise Steel (left) and Sheri McCormick connect on the second and third leg of Central's 440 relay team on their
way to a second place finish Saturday.
·

.Bogart Double Feature
2 shows only
3:00 & 8:00PM.
Casablanca &
. Treasures of Sierra Madre

tiCfilmIDCfiliffil~lli
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HAPPY HOUR
LADIES NIGHT THURSDAY
SHOWTIMES:

ENJOY TEQUIL1' TUESDAY

8-12 pm

3

I

7

I

9:30

SUB Theatre

$1.75
~

iC~ll~g~ ~
:RQdeo hits ·
•

Ell~nsb~rg
Rodeo fans found their fill of action last weekend at the Ellensburg
Fairgrounds as Central's Rodeo
Club sponsored their annual rodeo.
Attending were schools from
Washington, Idaho and Oregon.

Each of the schools attending
... sponsor their own rodeos fu the
spring. Members pay for travel
and lodging expenses, as most are
unfunded school activities.

I

Central's Rodeo Club president,
Dale Scharnhorst, was pleased .·
with the weekend's results. "We
has some real good talent out here. .
It's not often riders this good get
GOTCHA - John Rose of Walla Walla C.C. aced his first throw in the calf roping event.
together in one arena." he said.

I

I

I •

I

I

l

Blue Mountain
.C.C. dominates
The winners at the CWU National Intercollegiate Rodeo were:
Men's all around -- Sam Willis,
Blue Mountain C.C.; men's team
BMCC; .womeri's team
,BMCC; men's bareback bronc
riding - Joe Talburt, BMCC; bull
riding - Jack Talburt, BMCC;
. steer wrestling - Sam Willis,
BMCC; calf roping - Ron Gill,
.BMCC; saddle -bronc riding Richard Thomas, BMCC; team
roping - Jack Inman and Shane
Crossley, BMCC; breakaway roping - Terri Robinson, Oregon
State University; barrel racing Janice Healy, BMCC; goat tying Jody Kopf, BMCC.

HEAD OVER HEELS - Terry Carlon of Blue Mountain C.C. found out how hard the ground is when he
tried to ride ,Skookumchuck, who had other ideas .

. HANG ON - Brian Jarvis of Tracer Valley C.C. had his hands full with Night Shade, a bull with a
dislike for riders. One bull, Cranky Frank, was so ornery that the photographers and cowhands
had to leave the arena before they could let him loose.
GET ALONG UTILE DOGIE - Central' s Sue Lowe and Ada Mackenzie took
their turns a.t team roping. They eventually lost their hold on the ropes and
failed to score.
•

4
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Photos by Mike Thomas

San Diego troupe
stages performance
in SUB courtyard
The Lamb's Players, a street theatre troupe based in San Diego, presented a
short play in the courtyard outside the SUB on Tuesday, April 28.
The troupe is on a l 0-week tour throughout the Pacific Northwest and
Canada, according to David Carmincito, a member of the players. They perform at churches, prisons and schools all over.
The nine street artists who performed here are only part of the
45-member Company, which also includes a puppet troupe and a dance
troupe.

May*

cuardian
Photo Special

Association
celebrates
its SOth
The fiftieth anniversary of the
Washington Library Association is
being celebrated at its 1981 con- ·
ference at CWU, through May 2.

Film Developing

The WLA includes 1,200 member
librarians, media professionals
and library trustees, representing
business, law, corporate, public
and educational institutions.
The WLA conference, which
began yesterday, will focus on how
libraries have changed during the
past hall-century and what professional librarians must· do to
prepare to serve their communities during the next 50 years.

20 Exposure C-41
24 Exposure C-41
36 Exposure C-41
50 cents Off 12 Exposure C-41

The Association promotes
library service throughout
Washington, and its primary focus
has been legislative and lobbying
efforts for library improvement
statewide, as well as providing
continuing education for librarians
and their staff.

s1 Off

WLA
president
Verda
Hansberry, central library services director of Seattle Public
Library, will preside at the
Ellensburg conference. Anthony
Wilson, director of the library
technician program at Highline
Community College, will be inaugurated as 1981-83 association
president and assume leadership
of the WLA in July.

*May 1st· May 31st

CWU librarians Malcolm Alexander and Lynn Shark have cochaired local arrangments for the
conference.
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· 650 participate in CWU Job Fair
By MARCI KERSTING

number of the business personnel
didn't even get a break for lunch."
Owens claims the key to the suecess of the Job Fair is student involvement.
Various clubs and organizations
on campus are responsible for findin? and inviting p~rticular
~usmes~es that they are mte~este~
m learnmg ~or~ a?<>ut. Busu:i~~~s
. accept. t?e .mv1tabons, realizm~
that this is an excellent opportun1ty to look at future employee prospects.
1

Of the Campus Crier

,

•

Between 600 and 650 students
took part in the 8th annual Job Fair
held last week in the SUB
Ballroom.
According to Dean Owens, director of the Career Planning and
Placement Center, and coor... Jinator of the project, this years'
turnout was the largest ever.
"There was a steady flow of
students through the ballroom all
afternoon," said Owens, "and a

The result is a relaxed and informative situation that provides
· students with the experience of
meeting top personnel, gaining
career direction and realistic advice without the pressure involved
in actual job interviews.
This year ·forty-two agencies
, sent company representatives _
: some of the more popular ones bel ing Boeing, The Federal Civil Service Agency and Bell Telephone.
The Job Fair is unique to CWU.
It began through the Veterans

Club, as a way to find positions for
Vets, then the Business and
Economics Club became involved
- from there it grew into what it is ,
today.

BOT chairman Munro
lectures on presidency
At an April 23 lecture in Grupe \ the change in the way political conConference Center, Sterling ventions are set up, which took
Munro, chairman of Central's place mostly at the 1968
Board of Trustees, spoke on the Democratic National Convention.
topic, "Can We Live With the That convention adopted an, inPresident They Nominate and tegration policy, with women and
minorities making up a proporElect?"
Munro, who served more than 20 tional share of the delegates. No
years as a top adviser to Senator longer colild the "old men of the
Henry Jackson and later as head of party" manipulate the party platthe Bonneville Power Administra- form to their own end.
tion before coming to Ellensburg,
Today, more and more presidenpointed out the diminished respon- tial candidates go directly to- the
sibilities of political parties now people, almost ignoring political
compared to the importance they parties, as George Wallace did in
1968 and John Anderson did in 1980.
carried in the 1950s and 1960s.
To illustrate his point, Munro That makes Munro wonder why so
recalled the presidential election many voters are so unhappy with
of 1952 '. . .:- the first race between their choices, since the political
Adlai Stevenson and Dwight process is open to their participaEisenhower. But, "It was Estes tion as never before.
Munro suggested that "we play
Kefauer of Tennessee who had
swept the primaries in that year .. our parts in the (political) process
. The handful of primaries were . . . that means, at a minimum,
then unimportant." Munro said.
voting in every election as a basic,
·
Another important . factor was ~outine duty."

Photo by Pat Whitley

So you want a job

"In the future," Owens said, "we
· want to expand the number of
clubs involved and look into getting
more representatives from
technical fields."

Three CWU s!udents talk to a representative of the Coca-Cola Bottling
Company about 1ob prospects at CWU' s recent job fair. Approximately 650
people attended the fair, which was sponsored by Central' s Career Planning
& Placement Center.

Any club interested in becoming
involved in next year's Job Fair
should contact Owens early winter
quarter.

l 16 E. 4th

Phone - 925-9134

Back packing

Baseball

Freeze Dried Food
Frame Packs

Gloves

200/o off

Sleeping Bags

B,ats

w ·o olrich Outdoor Wear

A DOG WASH?

Ellensburg

Cutter Insect Spra)j reg. 2.49

Softballs

3/11"

reg.·5.99

•99 ·

--------.------L..-----.------------1
Shoes
Tennis

Central's Circle K club will spon- from $1.50 for cars and pickups to \ r---~
·sor a car and dog wash at Albert- $2 for large vans. Dog wash prices
son's parking lot (7th and Roby) are $2 or more, depending on size
REG
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday, and temperament of the dog.
Sponsored by the Ellensburg
May2.
The "car and cur wash" will Kiwanis, Circle K is a student serraise funds for future club ac- vice club which organizes social, ·
t
tivities geared toward helping . recreational and educational ac- I
underpriveleged youth in tivities for mentally and physically I
disabled children and adults in the j
Ellensburg.
Cost for a car wash will range 'community.

'Athletic shorts
I

\;J' 9

5 99
c~lors

s329s

Special
5]99

lt
t;,f>~.,~

WITH THIS LOVELY SILVERPLATED VASE

~·

INCLUDING THE BRIGHT RED LONG STEM
MAGICSILK ROSE

Sales /
and

'

p'RINCE

15%
· off

DA VIS

Custom Restringing

Misc.
Roller Skates
·NFL shirts
Weights
· Weight Benches

'2. 7 '

Balls

Special
Close Outs

32 95
. ) ) 95

Jogging suits
Jeans .

1o%

27 99

112 price

Misc.clothes

off Clothing Rack

.79

s399

Swim Suits 30% off

Service

\/

.HEAD · WiLSON

pair

Bicyles

PUT LIFE IN YOUR MOTHER'S DAY SALES

Rackets

, Wilson Tennis

limit
4 pair per person

MOTHER'S DAY SPECIAL
BUTTON JEWELERS

Bicycle Repairs
FREE:

SPECIAL

Misc. - one.
section values to

$9.95

Reg. $11.95

~_ .~ i-u~- "'; a; " ';& ;~ z: u;: c"~- ';g; ~ :~:~z:~"r;ud~P~m.e~s~ueeiit~·~·
" ~·
~,~,
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10 Speed gear adjustment~·
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OPTION "C" AND STUDENT
TEACHING students for fall
quarter 1981 sign up May 4-7 in
. Black Hall
a meeting May 12
from 8: 30-11 a.m. in Grupe Conference Center.

'for

THE POSITION OF UTILITY
ADMINISTRATIVE AID in the City of Richland is open for the summer. Duties include drafting, field
investigations, water line location
·:m d updating of maps and records.
fhose interested in the the job,
which pays $1,183 monthly, should
apply through the personnel office,
City of Richland, P.O. Box 190,
Richland, WA 99352 by May 15.
THE PAUL L. FOWLER
MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP in
the amoUht of $1500 is available for
students who have at least a 3.80
cummulative GPA and are legal
residents of the State of
Washington. Applications are
available in the Office of Financial
Aid. For more information contact
The Paul r... Fowler Scholarship
Committee, Cowicil for Postsecon-

~
WllATS WRONG?
I
.

--..

..
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dary Education, 908 East 5th
Avenue, Olympia, WA 98504, (206)
753-3571

assessment; job search communication: letters, resume,
telephone contacts; I_nterviewing:
Discussion and Film.

THE FOLLOWING FIRMS will
have representatives at the Career
Planning & Placement Center to
interview interested candidates.
Brochures are available. Sign-up
schedules are posted one week, to
the day, before the arrival of the
interviewers on campus. May 4,
Monroe Systems for Business;
May 12, Western Heritage Savings
& Loan; May 14, Travelers; ·May
14, K-Mart Apparel.

AN OUTDOOR TALENT SHOW,
sponsored by RHC and Food Services will take place Wednesday,
June 2. Applications are available
from residence hall managers, and
should be returned by Friday, May
8. Prizes include 1st - $50; 2nd $25; 3rd - $10. For more information contact Charles Sablan (after
8 p.m.) at 963-2807 or 963-2828.

PUBLIC SCHOOL PERSONNEL
CO-OP will be on campus Thursday, April 30 interviewing candidates interested in working in the
Olympia area. Sign-up will be
posted at the Career Planning &
Placement Center, Barge 105 from
April 23-29.
SUMMER JOB OPENING APPLICATIONS for college students
interested in work in their career
_fields, as well as applic~tions for
fall scholarships are now available
by sending a self-addressed
envelope to The Scholarship Bank,
10100 Santa Monica Blvd., Suite
750, Los Angeles, CA 90067.

MY PSYCHIATRIST
11AILED ME TWO
SEPARATE

ONE FOP. EACH

PERSONAL! TY,

BILLS

\

\

The new Honda Civic 1300 Hatchback is only
148.0 inches long. So it's easy to maneuver in traffic.
And parking was never so simple.
Yet inside there's surprising space for passenger
comfort, as well as baggage. ·
_
. This is what the simple life is all about.

mm~mm

-._.

journalists at· CWU today.
High school students from ·
around the state have· come to
CWU today to participate in the
sixth annual Journalism Day.
Every high school journalism
staff in Washington was invited
and an estimated 50 students made
the trip.
A full day of activities are under
way.
Registration begins at 9 a.m. A
movie, "The News Paper Story,"
will be shown at 10 with an opening
assembly following.
· Later in the day, writers and
photographers will take part in onthe-spot assignments. Writers will
be required to find a story, type it
up and turn it in before noon. These
articles, plus work that was submitted earlier will be judged and
the best will be given awards.
At 1: 30, a panel discussion on the
future of today's newspapers will
be held in the Grupe Conferen,ce
Center. James Barnhill, publisher
of the Yakima Herald-Republic;
John Ludtka, publisher of the
Ellensburg Daily Record; Herb
Blisard, communications instructor at Yakima Valley College and

K~gs

~ ~lu~
Leasingc~
~. OPEN SUNDAY
11-4

57.5-1090

Bill Klink, managing editor of the
Tri-City Herald will make up the
panel.
Director of Humanities, Professor Ray Smith will moderate
the discussion. Anyone interested
in journalism is invited to attend.
Coordinated by Dr. James
Goodri'ch, head of the Mass Media c 1
Program, Journalism Day is
designed to honor high school
students and introduce them to
Central's program.

Classified
ElliC'fJ:{ULYSl~

Permanent removal of unwanted hair.
Private and confidential. For mort: information call Midge Standle;~. 925-4353.
Cash for handguns, rifles, shotguns. Cali
William. evenµigs at 925-5937.

OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer/year round.
Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All fields .
$500-1200 monthly. Sightseeing. Free info.
Write IJC Box 52-WA3, Carona Del Mar, CA
'12625.

to. go

$28

BUCKBOARD
TAVERN
and

We make it simpler...

1

FALL
1981
SJUDENT
TEACHING APPLICA;ioNS are
still being accepted. The\ deadline
has passed, but the Offide of Student Teaching is still accepting applications. No guarantees will be
made, however, as to assignments
in preferred areas or schools. For
more information contact the office of Student Teaching, Department of Education or call 963-3426.

THE SCHOLASTIC ALLTHE _, FIRST ANNUAL RHC
AMERICAN Selection Committee
SPRING CARNIVAL will · be held
is now accepting applications for
May 16. Anyone individual or club
the 1981 spring semester. Students
interested in helping or sponsoring
who are active in scholastic
FALL 1981 TEACHING AP- a booth can call Michelle Prentice
A JOB SEARCH WORKSHOP · organizations and who perform
PLICATIONS
are still being ac- at 963-1804.
will be presented May 12-14 for well in class are asked to join. Incepted.
The
deadline
has passed,
Arts/Sciences (non-education ma- terested students can send a self-.
but
the
Office
of
Student
Teaching
NATIONAL DIRECT STUDENT
jors) .. -The workshop, which rwis addressed stamped envelope to
is still accepting the applications. · LOAN RECIPIENTS in their last
frQm 3-4 p.m., will be held in Shaw- Appljcation, Schoiastic AllNo guarantees will be made, quarter at Central must make an
- Smyser 105. The subjects covered American, Administrative Offices,
·however, as· io assignments in appointment for an exit interview:
will incude: job search methods, P.O. Box 237, (,1inton, New York~
preferred areas or schools. For Call 963-3546.
the hidden job market and self- 13323. ..
THE U.S. MARINE CORPS will
have representatives on campus
May 4-5. A booth will be set up in
the SUB and Barge 105.

1981CIVIC
ONLY LOOKS
LIKEA
SMALL CAR.

207 S. 17th St

more information contact the Office of Student Teaching, Department of Education, or call 963-3426.

$21 pony
kegs
11 a.m·. - 2 a.m.
1302 S.

j{ uhy

925-9921
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State and federal budgets
take toll on student loans
, students and trade school students. We will require
: economic and need evaluation, which will be done
Of the Campus Crier
. by the school through the WSGL progr,am. That
should open it up to more students," Peoples Bank
Cutting the national budget seems to be applaud- Vice President Colin McKenny said.
Work-study is going to be effected also. ''Regular
ed nationally, but at Central there are students who
employment on campus is paid by the department,
may be forced to leave school because of it.
Currently, 38 percent of all students on campus 100 percent. Any reduction depends on how much is
are on some form of student loan program, which is allocated by the budget for student employment.''
being cut back and tightened by the federal and Liboky said.
state governments.
"The federal work-study program is going to be
Part of the money for these loans comes from the less than over this year. It will be reduced slightly,
federal government in the form of National Direct perhaps 15 percent.
"The state work-study program is going to be
Student Loans. The funds are sent directly to the
Financial Aid office. Central matches one-ninth of equal to or more than last year. So the federal is
this, and adds the repayments it receives from decreasing, and the state in increasing." Liboky
outstanding loans.
said.
The problems start in Washington D.C., where
The rising cost of tuition, board and room is being
President Reagan's proposed budget reduces the considered in the student budget that forms the
.basis of aid awards by the Financial aid office. Acamount the federal government pays in.
This year, 1980-81, the intial allocation of federal cording to Liboky, the '81-'82 student aid awards
funds was $209,893. Next year [1981-82] it will be will be revised from last year's $3,968 to about
reduced to $130,223, according to John Liboky, Cen- $4,600. That includes the rise in tuition and $300 additional for housing.
tral's director of financial aid.
''We-may end up awardi.ng aid only to those who
The restr.ictions on loans are being tightened also.
"Proposals I've heard and read include paying in- applied by our preference date of March 15. We will
terest on loans starting when the student gets it, at . award more as money is available." Liboky said,
nine percent. Just the interest, not the principal," adding that 1,600 students had applied by that date.
Liboky said.
"Even If we award all the aid we have~ there will
"The major changes, as it appears now, will be be some students who won't accept it, either droppthat the interest will go to nine percent [from 7 per- ing or changing schools.''
cent], and the grace period will be reduced from
"Basically, it means fewer people will need more
money." Liboky added.
nine to six months," he said.
Another proposal before Congress would reSome universities have responded to the cutestablish need as a requirement for all student backs by a9ding more than their matching share.
loans. Acadei:IDc ab~lity would no longer be a Kalamazoo College in Michigan raided its share of
qualification for aid.
/fiiatching funds to 23 percent. Texas Christian
"The student that will be hurt the most by the cut- University in Fort Worth set aside $400,000 for
backs are those from middle-income families, those students who would be endangered by the lessened
earning $20,000 or more a year," according to Cen- funds.
"We can't do that. State regulations require we
tral's Dean of Admissions and Records, Dr. James
1 Pappas.
use the funds for the purpose they were allocated.
I The other major form of student loan is a · Any new proposal would have to be started by the
! Washington State Guaranteed loan (WSGL), which Executive." Joseph Antonich, the University's Con' is obtained through banks. A student's need is troller said.
Other institutiops are reportedly considering bas. assessed through the Financial Aid office, and the
i student takes that form to their bank and requests a
ing admissions on an ability to pay. Pappas replied .
to the question of whether Central would consider
\ loan.
This program is to be cut by $803 million next this by saying, "This is a public institution. I don't
year, and ahnost twice that next year, according to believe we could do that.
the Reagan budget.
"When times are tough, college tuition and enrollOf the three banks interviewed, Peoples, Rainier,
ment increases .. The jobs just aren't there for
and Pacific, all three require a WSG. At the mo- students just out of high school.'' Pappas said.
ment, the state and federal governments are workJust how tough things really are was pointed out
ing on several proposals to change the system, so by Joe Paul Case of the College Board of New York.
the banks are not too willing to start processing "Student expenses will rise by 90 percent in the next
loans until the details of the program are finalized.
ten years-and that's a conservative estimate," he
"The WSGL is being completely redone. It's going said, "We'll reach the $20,000 a year mark by 1990."
; to be much harder to get. I suggest students start
As an added note, Harvard University is already ,
; contacting banks for loans for 1981-82 as soon as
charging over $10,000 a year for tuition.
j possible. At least get the forms and fill them out. It
Rising tuition and housing costs, as a part of inflaI will take us a day to two to fill them out, so it should
tion was the cause of the cuts, as od~ that might
be done as early as possible. After October first, it's sound. The Reagan administration has decided that
going to be more restrictive."
to slow inflation, taxes must be reduced, which
Rainier Bank's Escrow and Student loan officer,
means fewer assistance programs that are sup1 Pearl Hiner, said, "All of our student loans have
ported by the tax revenues. The government pays
: come to a halt at this time. We just don't know what
interest on student loan~ until students are due to
the Reagan administration is going to do.''
begin payment on the loan.
She added that students who had a loan last year
''The taxing power of government must be used to
can apply, as well as graduate students. others will
provide revenues for legitimate government purhave to wait until after July first.
poses. It must not be used to regulate the economy
There is some hope for underclassme'1. "One
or bring about social change. We've tried that and
thing that may be involved in changes in the student
surely we must be able to see it doesn't work,"
loan guarantee board is an exception for lower class
Reagan said in his economic policy statement.
By PATRICIA REED
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·T uition payment policy
changed for next year
By GRETCHEN STOHR

to pay on time."
Bovos, registrar, agreed.
"Exceptions to this policy because
of late financial aid checks, etc.,
can be made by cntacting the
registrar," he said.
The refund and new student
prepayment fee policy, also went
through a transitional period. The
refund policy reads, continuing
students will receive 100 percent of
their tuition and fees if they
withdraw from the university prior
to the sixth day of instruction.
The $60 payment required for
new students is governed by the
prepayment policy. If a student
withdraws on or after the sixth day
of instruction, and within the first
30 calendar days of instruction,
they will receive 50 percent of their
tuition and fees. After the change
of schedule period, no refundS will
be made for individual class
withdrawls.
The student prepayment fee
· policy states that when a new student registers they must pay $60,
which iS applied to housing fees. If
they intend to live off campus, the
$60 will be subtracted from their
tuition.

Lou

Of the Campus Crier

Tuition is not the only change
Central students are going to experience next year. The tuition and
fee payment policy has also been
altered.
The policy, which formerly read,
all tuition and fees are due at
registration, now reads, all tuition
and fees are due at registration,
and must be paid prior to the sixth
day of instruction each quarter.
Tuition adjustments in full will be
made for additions and deletions of
classes prior to this time.
Students who do not pay the required tuition and fees will not be
officially registered. A late fee of
$15 will be assessed if the tuition
and fees are not paid prior to the
sixth day. An additonal $15 ($30
total) will . be assessed if the
students pays after the 2oth day of
instruction. Students will not be
registered if the fees are not paid
prior to the 40th day.
According to Jim Papas, Dean of
Admissions, ·"'These changes are
an attempt to encourage students

Papa Johns: a part ,of
Central for last 5 years
By STAN PEERY
Of the Campus Crier

-

In case no one's noticed, "Papa
Johns," the weekly open-mike
music show has · been active at
CWU for five years now.
It began in 1976 when music student Dale Garrison went to CWU's
ASC office with the idea of a weekly coffee-house/open-mike show,
where new musicians could gain
exposure playing for an audience.
Garrison received three credits for
conceiving the idea, contacting
musicians, and otherwise bringing
it all to life.

1

"A couple years ago," said John
Drinkwater, director of student activities, "we had a cooperative effort with the "Outrageous Taco"
restaurant downtown. They advertised 'Papa Johns' and had a show
there on weekends, but that
gradually faded away.,,

Originally, "Papa Johns" took
place Wednesday evenings, but
about three years ago this was
changed to Tuesdays. Lately, the
entertainment has become a bit
more diversified,, to include such
other forms of entertainment as
skits and belly ·dancing, or
anything else people can, and are
willing to do.
A new volunteer, managercoordinator is selected each year
by ASC Arts and Lectures
Coodinator Beth Shermer. The
volunteers are usually students,
ideally interested in public relations. The current emcee is Cathy
Poteat.
"Students like Garrison,"
Drinkwater said of the "Papa
Johns" originator, who come up
with big ideas and the energy to
make them work are pretty rare.
But when they do show up, those
are the ones ASC can't get to many
of."

Year after year, seme_ster after semester, the.
CollegeMaster fro·m Fidelity Union Liie has been
the· most. accepted, most popular plan on cam-

RHC
elects
leaders

In an April 8 meeting, Residence
Hall Council members elected
Michelle Prentice, Gene Hayward,
Ted Zurcher and Joanne Comstock
as the RHC Executive Council for
the 1981-82 year. The general council consists of t~o representatives
from each hall.

Prentice, a representative from
Kamola Hall, will chair the coun. cil. ·She is presently associate
director of the Pacific Association

of College and University
Residence Halls.
Hayward will serve as vice
chairman. He also is from Kamola.
Zurcher was elected publicity
director and Comstock was chosen
secretary-treasurer.
The new officers are curren!l
being trained by the outgoing officers, according to Shane Inch,
this year's chairman.
The RHC office is in the SUB,
Room 215.

.

_puses all ovet· America.
Find out why.
Call the Fidelity Union CollegeMaster
Field Associate in your area:
925-4175.

Don Clemens

962-9292

1DELITY UNION LIFE t:'}! :!; t~~
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For your own large-scale, full-color poster, send name,
address, and check for $2.00 to: Brew Apart, Rainier Brewing
Company, 3100 Airport Way South, Seattle, Washington
98124. Or come visit our Beeraphernalia shop at the
Brewery, and stock up on a whole gallery of color posters and
other exotic artifacts galore.
Rainier Brewing Company. Sea ttle. Washington

